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a historic city hall right over one of the arms of the Morava River, 
churches, a plague column, ruins of fortifications, the oldest 
preserved stone bridge over the Morava, and burghers‘ houses with 
Baroque façades. The six arms of the Morava running through town 
gave Litovel both a special character and the nickname “Venice of 
Haná”.

Litovel, with a population almost 10,000, is a sub-region for 
a large area and a tourism center with stylish restaurants and 
a network of stores. A bottomland forest is preserved in the town‘s 
surroundings, CHKO Litovelské Pomoraví, which is a popular goal 
of walks past the romantic houses in the vicinity of Nové Zámky. 
Dripstone caves at Mladeč and Javoříčko, as well as the castles at 
Úsov, Bouzov and Šternberk, and many other landmarks are also 
very attractive as far as tourism is concerned.

Before 1250, close to the place where the Morava River forks 
into several arms, there used to be a medieval settlement and a 
trading route, in the neighborhood of which King Přemysl Otakar 
II. founded a new town. A dendrological analysis of wood samples 
carried out during the latest archeological research has established 
the time of its founding between the years 1252 and 1256. Litovel 
has acquired the name of the original settlement, and the town‘s 
ensign two fish in a blue field symbolizes that the original inhabitants 
were fishermen.

The successful development of a royal town was slowed down 
by the Hussite Wars. During the reign of the noble dynasties of 
Vlašim and Boskovice in the 16th century, the town saw a boom 
that reflected on the renaissance remodeling of the church, the 
burghers‘ houses and the city hall.

In the early 1600s, the Lichtenstein dynasty acquired Litovel 
through marriage and within their enormous estates the town was 
gradually losing its former importance. The decline was crowned by 
the Thirty Years‘ War when Litovel was looted by the Swedes in 
the end of the war. After the Constitution was adopted in 1850, 
Litovel became a county capital. Abolishment of serfdom enabled 
great migration and the town grew fast thanks to the huge influx of 
inhabitants from the surrounding Czech communities. The Czech 
element within the formerly German town took a strong foothold.

In 1899, Czech representatives won the municipal election and 
Litovel became an important center of Czech industry and commerce, 
but mainly Czech education and culture. In 1901, the local college 
preparation school (then called “Reálka”) became the pride of 
the town‘s Czech government. Jan Opletal, one of the school‘s 
graduates, became a symbol of the wartime period. The current 
town‘s representation, too, pays great attention to the development 
of education in town. They sponsored the construction of a new 
modern school building which houses various sports facilities.

The modern period has changed the town‘s character; its food 
processing plants have been joined by the engineering industry and 
the corresponding development of modern apartment buildings, 
stores and services. Beer brewing has had a hundred years‘ tradition 
in Litovel. Litovel‘s Royal beer is famous for its quality and the 
brewery ranks among the foremost in the Czech Republic.

 Tourists might be lured into the town of Litovel by a network 
of bike trails, and they can find here many medieval landmarks –  
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St. John‘s Bridge
The oldest preserved stone bridge on the 
Morava River and third in the Czech Republic 
(third only to those in Písek and Prague), 
built by the burghers before 1592, with a 
statue of St. John of Nepomuk decorating 
it. The bridge was reconstructed after 
enormous flooding in 1997.

Přemysl Otakar Square
Almost all the houses surrounding 
the square have a long history, 
and all of them once belonged to 
privileged burghers. The square 
originally sloped down toward the 
middle, thus allowing the mill race 
(called Nečíz) run freely through it. 
Its name comes from Old Czech 
“nečeti” which meant “to run” (as for 
water). The 19th century saw the 
square gradually leveled and the Nečíz spanned, so you can approach the water 
only in front of the city hall.

The City Hall
The city hall, mentioned in the oldest 
preserved Litovel parchment dating back 
to 1287, dominates the square. Prior to 
1572, a tower was built right over the 
Nečíz water course, which later gave rise 
to taking pride in the fact that Litovel had 
the tallest tower on the Morava River. The 
city hall has several interesting historic 
monuments, including a vaulted wedding 
hall dating back to the 16th century, the 
portal of an original noble man‘s house, the 
coat of arms that belonged to the Vlašim 
dynasty with two vultures‘ heads holding 
the year 1489. An embossed plaque from 
the day of Jan Šembera of Boskovice has 
been preserved in the city hall‘s hallway.

The City Hall Tower 
It is possible to climb onto the city hall‘s ambit and enjoy a bird‘s view of the 
town of Litovel and its surroundings. If the visibility is good, you can see distant 
places such as Praděd (Great- grandfather) or Svatý Kopeček (Holy Hill).
For more information, see: TIC Litovel.

Lang‘s House
The oldest preserved house in town 
with a right to brew beer was built, 
according to a plaque in the courtyard, 
in 1542 by cloth maker Lorenz Lang.

Hussite Church
Built in 1892 for the Sokol sport organisation, the 
building later underwent several reconstructions. After 
the devastation of the First World War, the building was 
purchased by the town and sold to the Czechoslovak 
Hussite Church, which converted the building for 
worship. The space above the entrance to the church 
is decorated with sgraffito designed by Litovel native 
and academic painter František Doubrava.

Town Club
One of the oldest inns in Litovel – The Golden Hart (1567) is now the seat of 
the Town Club, housing a concert hall and an exhibition hall.

The Plague Column
The Baroque plague column was built to 
commemorate the end of a plague wave that 
affected the town in 1714. The statue was 
built in 1724 by Václav Render, a sculptor from 
Olomouc. The column is decorated with seven 
sculptures of saints. Those in the corners toward 
the city hall represent St. Sebastien and St. Roch, 
respectively; on the other side there are St. Karel 
Boromejský with a book and a cross, and František 
Xaverský with a quadrate. The top of the column 
is decorated with the sculpture of St. Mary; below 
it, there are St. Paula in a niche and St. Rosie in 
front of her.

St. Mark‘s Church
The vicarage cathedral was first mentioned in 
1342, presumably built in the early 1300s within 
the fortifications. The originally gothic church was 
remodeled in the Renaissance style in the 16th 
century. There used to be the main town cemetery 
around the church. On the western gate, there is
a grave measure with the year 1690 on it, which 
used to specify the required depth of graves.

St. George´s Chapel
George of Vlašim had the Chapel of St. George 
built around 1500. It is preserved in its original 
late-gothic form; the windows have a nice flame-
like lobe. This is the only preserved gothic building 
in town, it is owned by the church.

The Church of St. 
Philip and James
It is one of the oldest church buildings in Litovel. The 
original church was destroyed during the Thirty Years‘ 
War, and Adam Glöckl, a builder from the nearby 
town of Olomouc, remodeled it into the Baroque style 
in 1692. To commemorate the Swedish wars, stone 
cannon balls have been walled into its walls. Around 
the church, there used to be a cemetery, in which 
people were buried until 1927.

The Museum
The City Museum in Litovel was founded thanks to the initiative of Dr. Jan 
Smyčka. The building opened after a complicated reconstruction in September 
2004. There is a restaurant on the ground 
floor now, and a museum on the first floor, 
where you can see a long-term exposition 
named “Litovel‘s Crafts of the First Half of 
the 20th Century”, that arose from gifts and 
borrowings from the local citizens. Short-term 
expositions in the small exposition hall change 
several times a year.

Litovel Town Library
The library was moved into the beautiful 
historical building in 1998. The original cloth 
guild house was reconstructed in the Middle 
Ages by Duchess Beatrice of Lichtenstein 
to serve as a hospital for the servants of 
the aristocratic family. To this day the 
lintels and portals of several windows and 
doors are decorated with the cloth guild 

emblem. Located in the ‘mauzhaus’ entrance hall on the ground floor is a stone 
tablet from 1841 with a list of burghers with brewing rights; in 1999 a plaque 
commemorating the resistance movement was added to the room. The library 
offers a public Internet connection.

Jan Opletal College Preparation School 
One of the most beautiful buildings in town was 
built in 1901 for the Czech “Reálka”. Mosaics on 
the front were made to the design of academic 
painter Jan Köhler and represent important 
moments in the town‘s history.

Litovel Brewery
Beer has been brewed in the current Litovel Brewery since 1893, so the 
brewery continues in the tradition of beer-brewing dating back to 1291. 
A copper brewing room built into cardinal marble, a jewel of Czech beer brewing, 
is a part of the brewery. There are also a classic fermentation room and a 
lager cellar. In the 1990s, the brewery was modernized and a new bottling 
line, a filtration station, pressure tanks and a racking room were connected to 
the traditional technology necessary for Czech beer brewing. Litovel‘s Royal 
Beer has outstanding qualities, is brewed according to well-attested formulas 
of Litovel‘s brewers from exceptionally good water, quality malt and fine-farmed 
cultivars of Czech hops. The beer is exported to many countries of the world, and 
has several times been awarded by experts at the most prestigious expositions 
in the Czech Republic and abroad. The good name and current position of its 
brandname have led to the fact that Litovel‘s Royal beer is required during 
important anniversaries and prestigious meetings. For those interested in visiting 
the brewery, we recommend booking a tour.


